"THE SIN SHUN PAO" issued on Dec. 28, 1937 in Shanghai.

Nanking Nan Ming Chu
ORDER RECOVERED

All shops opened for business

The order in Nanking Nan Ming Chu is recovered by and by after a very short period of disturbance. Within one or two days, the light of renaissance will be seen in this Capital. The Nan Ming Chu contains more than one hundred thousand refugees who are now beginning to be very kindred with the officers and soldiers clothed in black-yellow uniform. Now, a great number of shops have been opened and their business is very busy and prosperous.

Refugees' children who have never before seen Japanese soldiers crowd to look at the soldiers around. The Japanese soldiers always pay white coppers to buy things. But, Japanese money is also used in the street. The refugees camps locate in the public buildings of foreign pattern and most of these buildings belong to the property of America and Germany. Even one British flag cannot be seen in this area. It is estimated that the Chinese defeated soldiers being disarmed and hidden in this area amounted to twenty thousands. It is determined that these monsters must be cleared up at the end. The Japanese soldiers are now helping the International Committee to feed the refugees twice a day with rice and soft rice. The refugees are very much grateful to them.

But the difficulty of lacking of rice will be soon felt in this district. Most of the orphans are being kept in some temples. It is very difficulty to receive them. It has been thought to take out these small girls and ask some good hearted man to cultivate them. A self-control Committee will be incepted on the new year's day. The Committee contains nine members besides Mr. S. T. Tao who is the chairman of the Committee. The duty of the Committee is (1) Getting rid of the people's pain; (2) Recovering normal order; (3) Encouraging merchants and workers to do their business; (4) Recovering communications.